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Let G’ be the centralizer of a one-parameter multiplicative subgroup of a reductive group G. 
There is a direct relationship between the induced representations of G and those of G’. As an 
interesting case, knowledge of the characteristic of those of G’ determines that for G. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a connected reductive group over an algebraically closed field k. Let 
A : G, ---, G be a one-parameter subgroup of G. Let G’ be the centralizer of A in 
G. Then G’ is another connected reductive group. Let B be a Bore1 subgroup of 
G which is semi-stable for A; i.e., limit,_, h(t). b( A(t))-’ exists in G for all b in B. 
Then B’ = G’ fl B is a Bore1 subgroup of G’. 
Let x be a dominant character of B where ~(h(t)) = t” for some integer II. Let 
x’ be the restriction of x to B’. Restriction of functions gives a G’-homomorphism 
p : V,(x)* V,,(x’) where Vo( x) denotes the G-module induced from the 
character x of B and similarly with the prime. 
The remarkable fact is 
Theorem 1.1. p induces an isomorphism 
V,(x)[nl_\ V,,(x’> 
where [n] denotes the eigensubspace where A(t) acts by multiplication by t”. 
If W,(x) is the irreducible sub-G-module of V,(x), then the same theorem 
holds with W replacing V. In characteristic p, W,(x) may differ from V,(x) and 
thus the modified theorem has content. 
We will later see how this result implies ‘stability’ for representations of GL(n) 
as n increases. 
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2. The proof 
We will begin with some background on semi-stability. Let P consist of all 
points p of G such that limit,,,( A(t)) * p( A(t))-’ exists in G. Then P is a parabolic 
subgroup of G. This can be seen as follows: Take a maximal torus T of G which 
contains A. Then T is contained in P 3 G’ as T is commutative. If U is any 
subgroup normalized by T, let R(U) be the set of roots which are tangent to U. 
For any character x of T, ( A, x) denotes the integer n such that x( A(t)) = t”. 
Then P is the subgroup which contains T such that R(P) = {a E R(G) I( A, a) 2 
O}. Thus P is parabolic as R(P) is a parabolic set of roots. The unipotent radical 
UP is characterized by R( UP) = {(Y E R(G) ( ( A, (Y ) > 0} . Clearly G’ is a Levi 
subgroup of P and R(G’) = {(Y E R(G)) (A, a) = O}. 
Thus our condition on the Bore1 subgroup B is that B C P. By maximality of B, 
U, C B and A is contained in B as A is contained in the center of G’. Furthermore 
by changing T we may assume that T is contained in B. Hence 
(*) For all (Y E R(B), (A, a) 2 0. 
Let g be the opposite Bore1 subgroup to B. Then 
(**) For all (YER(B”), (A,(r)<O. 
Let A, be the basis for the roots of G with respect to B. Then A,, = {a E 
A&L a> =O> IS a basis of G’ with respect to its Bore1 subgroup B’ = B fl G’. 
Let Ug and U,, be the unipotent radicals of B” and B”’ = B” n G’, which is the 
opposite subgroup of G’ to B’. Then U,, = Ug fl G’ and 
(***) 
For (Y E R( Ui), ( A, (Y ) 5 0 with equality if and only if 
(Y E R(Uk.). 
Consider the big cell B = B”. B C G/B and 6’ = B”’ . B’ in G’IB’. Then under 
the inclusion G’IB’ - G/B, 0” is contained in 0’. Using the T-equivalent parame- 
terization of the 0’s, 6’ = Ug, and 0 = Uh and the inclusion 6” C 6 corresponds 
to the inclusion Uh, C Ug . 
Let 2’ be the G-linearized sheaf on G/B where B acts on the line 2’lB by the 
character x. Let 2’ = _Y(,,,,, which is naturally G’-linearized sheaf on G’IB’ for 
the character x’ = Ale,. 
Lemma 2.1. Restriction gives an isomorphism 
r(O, Z)[n] =\ IJO’, 2’) . 
Proof. There is a nowhere vanishing section k of 23 over 6’ which is Ub-invariant 
and is a T-eigenvalue for the character A. Any section of 2 over 6’ has the form 
f(u). k where f is a regular function on Uh. Now Ug = Ug. X (U, fl Up) under 
multiplication. A A-invariant regular function on CT6 depends only on the first 
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factor 47~~ as the roots (Y of Ug fl Up have (A, CZ) ~0. Thus if f(u) * k is a 
t”-eigenvector of A(t) where n = (A, x>, then the A-invariant f(u) is determined 
by its restriction to U, ,, which is an arbitrary regular function. The lemma follows 
immediately. 0 
Now V&x> and VGf(x) are the global sections over G/B and G’IB’ of 3 and 
3’. Thus V,( ,y) is a section of 3 over 0’ which has no poles on the completement 
of 0’ and, similarly, with a prime. Thus by Lemma 2.1, to prove Theorem 1.1 we 
need to show that for given LT in r(6’, Z)[n], cr has no poles in G/B - B if and 
only if f31GJlB8 has no poles in G’IB’ - 6’. We will use the machinery from [l] to 
analyze the polar conditions. 
By Bruhat theory, G/B - 6 = UaEdR x where T denotes closure, S, is the 
symmetry in the Weyl group w about the root (Y and D, = &,B. Similarly 
G’IB’ - 0’ = UaEdg, DA where DA = B’s, B’. Thus the complement of 6 has 
more divisors than the complement of 0’. Using the uniqueness in the Bruhat 
decomposition one easily sees that &vB II G’IB’ # 0 if and only if w is contained 
in the Weyl group W’ of G’ and if w is in W’, the intersection is exactly g ’ wB ‘. 
Thus the Bruhat decompositions are compatible and Da fl G’iB’ is 0: if (Y is in 
A,. and otherwise for LY in A, - A,, it is empty. 
For each a in A,, let (??a be the open subset 6 U D, of G/B (similarly with a 
prime). The general machinery for analyzing poles gives us a commutative exact 
diagram 
where the vertical arrows are the obvious ones induced by restriction. Here the 
cohomology group measures the polar behaviors of rational sections of 3 and 3’. 
From the A-equivariance of the diagram we see that Theorem 1.1 is now a 
formal consequence of 
Lemma 2.2. (a) For a in A, - A,., HAn(eab., .Z’)[n] = 0. 
(b) For LY in A,,, the restriction induces an isomorphism 
Proof. By excision if N, is an open subset of GIB containing D, as a closed 
subset, HAa 2) z HAa 2). Let N, be s,(O) = (s,&~). s, . B. 
Let I be a nowhere vanishing s, Uis,-invariant section of .9 over N, . Then 1 is a 
T-eigenvector with character s,(x). The inclusion D, C N, is T-equivariantly 
isomorphic to U, rl s, Ug, in s, Uga. This inclusion looks like D, = D, X 
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0~ D, x A’(a) where A’( (Y is the line A’ where T acts by multiplication by CY. )
An element f of Hba(N,, 2) is determined uniquely by a sum f = 
c Isi.=,, J;(d)n-‘l h w ere x: is the coordinate function on A’(a) and the fi are 
regular functions on D,. If f is a T-eigenvector, its character has the form 
HP p”0. a-i x s,(x) = J, where i > 0 and the IZ~ are non-negative integers and p 
runs through R(Ui n s, Uis,) = R(Ui) - {-a}. This follows by writing U, n 
s, ug, = D, as being the direct span of its one-parameter subgroups. Then the 
A-eigenvalue off is t to the power 
(A, $) = 7 n&h P> - i(A, a> + (4 x> - (a”, x)(A> a> 
sn-(l+(a”,~))(A,a) where (A,/3)50. 
As x is dominant, ( (Y ‘, x ) 2 0. 
Now if (YEA~--A~,, (A+)>0 and hence (A, $) <n. Thus 
Hh (oa, Z)[n] = 0. This proves (a). 
If” (Y E A,,, then (A, CY) = 0. Hence (A, $) = n if and only if rrB = 0 for all p 
such that (A, p) < 0. This last set of roots is in R(U’) where U’ = Up n Ug n 
s, U&. By direct spanning we have an isomorphism U’ X DA = Da where 
0: = B’s, B’. The condition (A, $) = IZ is thus equivalent to f depending only on 
d’ in 0:. Thus f is determined by its restriction to G’IB’ which can be an 
arbitrary T-eigenvector in HLA(OL, 9’) = Hh:(NL, 9’) where NL = N, rl G’IB’. 
This proves (b). 0 
In characteristic zero we have the well-known presentation of V,( x)^ by Verma 
modules. All that the above argument is doing is giving an obvious A-eigenvalue 
comparison with the presentation of V,,( x’)^. In characteristic p this argument is 
harder to give for the algebra of differential operators acting on the duals. The 
characteristic zero is the same as Theorem 2.3 below whose proof just uses the 
injectivity of restriction from Theorem 1.1. (This is a consequence of the easy 
Lemma 2.1.) 
Now we can deduce 
Theorem 2.3. The restriction induces an isomorphism 
wG(x)[nl z w,,(x’) . 
Proof. Recall that V,(x) possesses a unique upto multiple semi-invariant q for B”. 
The T-eigenvalue of q is x and its restriction q’ to V,.( x’) is a g ‘-semi-invariant 
which is nonzero. Then W,(x) is the G-submodule of V,(x) generated by q. 
Similarly W,,(x’) is the G’-submodule generated by q’. 
Next we recall how to compute the submodule generated by an element q. Let 
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m* : V,(x) -+ k[ G] 8 V,(x) be the comultiplication where k[ G] is the Hopf 
algebra of regular functions on G. Write m*(q) = c iEI h 8 si where { f;},,, are 
linearly independent and the {s~}~,{ are too. Then {s~}~,~ is a vector space basis 
for w,(x). 
We need the following two points: 
Claim 1. We may take si and f. to be T-eigenvectors for a character Ccr, for each i. 
Let J = {i E Z I( A, I,$> = n} and let prime denote restriction k[G] -+ k[G’] or 
V,(x)* V&x’). 
Claim 2. Both {s;}~~, and { fi}j,, are linearly independent and s; = 0 for 
kEZ- J. 
First I will explain how these claims imply Theorems 1.1 and 2.3. 
Note that {s~}~~, are a basis of W,(x)[n] by Claim 1. We need to see that 
{‘j’l jC.l are a basis of W,.( x’). To do this we use the Hopf algebra trick with a 
prime. (m’)*(q’) = (m*(q))’ = ciEI f:@si = Cjt, fj@sS; by Claim 2. On the 
other hand by the linear independence of Claim 2, {sj} jEJ is a basis of W,,( x’). 
Thus the claims imply the theorem. 
For Claim 1, as W,(x) has a basis of T-eigenvectors by linear algebra we may 
assume that the si are T-eigenvectors with character &. Next we use the Hopf 
algebra version of the associative law (g * t) . u = g . (t . v). Let p* : k[ G] * 
k[G]@ k[T] be the right T-module structure of k]GJ and 
s* : V,(x) + k[ T] @ V,(x) be the left T-module structure. Then we have the 
coassociative law (p*@l)om* =(l@s*)om*. 
‘z,,A@Xi@qi. ThusP*(f,)=f,@Xi; 
Thus &p*(i.)@3qi = 
i.e. f, is a T-eigenvector with character Xi. 
This settles Claim 1. 
For Claim 2 the statement s; for k E Z - J is obvious because any element of 
V,,( x’) is a A-eigenvector with character t” but s; has character t(“‘*’ # t”. Then 
linear independence of {sJ}~~~ follows from the injectivity of restriction in 
Theorem 1.1. There is a little right-left twist which proves that {f;} jEJ are linear 
independent by the same argument. Note that V,(x) may be identified with the 
space off in k[ G] such that m*f = f 63~ where now m* is the comultiplication in 
k[G]* k[G]@k[B]. C onsider the space X,( ,y) off such that n *f = x @f where 
n* is the comultiplication k[G] + k[g] @ k[ G]-where X is the character of i such 
that XI T = X) T. As q is contained in the right G-module X,(x), { f;} iEI is a basis 
for the G-submodule generated by q. Using the inverse mapping G+ G, X,(X) 
is isomorphic to the left-G-module Yc(XP’) induced by the character X-l of-,6 
which is semi-stable for A-‘. As (h-i, x-i) = (A, x) = n, the restriction 
Yo(x-‘)[n] to Yc.(X-i’) is injective by Theorem 1.1. Translating back to the 
other side we have that {s;} jEB is a basis for X,,(X’). This finishes Claim 2. q - 
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There are many applications of Theorem 2.3 but I will just give a typical 
application to stability of representations of GL(n). Let m > n. Then we may 
regard GL(n) as a subgroup of GL(m) by putting it in the left-upper part of 
GL(m) as 
Consider the one-parameter subgroup 
Then the centerizer of A is the direct product of GL(n) x A. The parabolic 
subgroup P for A has the form { $ i }. Thus the upper diagonal subgroup B is 
A-semi-stable. Let x be a dominant weight for B such that x{ $ ,” } is the function 
of A alone. Then (A, x) = 0. Theorem 2.3 says in this case that VGLcmj(x)’ = 
VGLcmj(x’) where x’ is the restriction of x to GL(n) II B. Thus if 4 is a character 
of B such that ( A, +) = 0, then the multiplicity of I@ in VGLcmj( x) is the same as its 
multiplicity in VGLcnj( x ‘) . 
Now if x is small enough with respect to m, each conjugacy class of character of 
B under the Weyl group of GL(m) contains such a I/J. In this case the characteris- 
tic of V GLcmj(,y) is an explicit function of the characteristic of VGLcnj(~‘). This is 
the meaning of stability. To explain what small means, let x( t y) = nIISrSn (a,,)’ 
where rn,?rn,?*.. Z- I, 2 0. The degree of x is c lien ri. The condition on 
smallness is just that degree of x 5 m. The above fact about conjugacy classes is 
an easy exercise using the standard basis of VGLcmj (x). 
Lastly I shall explain the relation to other literature. Let cP be the unipotent 
subgroup opposite to the unipotent radical _ of P. Thus_ Z?(fiP) = {a E 
R(G) ) ( A, a) < 0. The Levi subgroup C’ of P (or P) normalizes UP. Thus for any 
G-module X the invariant subspace Xup is naturally a G’-module. 
Lemma 2.4. (a) V,(X)[n] =_(V,(X))“’ and 
(b) w,(x>[nl = W,(X>>up. 
Proof. As W,(X) is a subspace of V,(X), (a) implies (b). If X is a weight of 
V,(X), (A, X> - < II 5s V,(X) C k[Ug](X). By the-negativity of the roots of cP, 
V,(X)[n] C (VG(X))up. On the other hand, V,(X)“’ = @ H(r) where H(r) is the 
t’-eigenspace for A. Clearly each H(r) is a representation of G’. If H(r) # 0, then 
there is a nonzero B’-semi-invariant line X, in H(r). As B” = cP . B” ‘, X, is a 
B-semi-invariant line in H(r), but V,(X) contains a _unique g-semi-invariant line 
which is in V,(X)[n]. Thus r = n and hence VG(X)up G V,(X)[n]. 0 
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In characteristic zero the above argument shows that (V,(X))“’ is an irreduc- 
ible G’-module. In this case the results are due to Kostant [2]. Lemma 2.4(b) and 
Theorem 2.3 are due to S. Stuart [3]. It is interesting that the analog of Lemma 
2.4(a) is not true for the dual of V,(X), the so-called Weyl module; e.g. the 
divided power YP(A2) representation of SL(2) in characteristic p. 
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